Independent Component Analysis (ICA) -one of the basic tools in data analysis -aims to find a coordinate system in which the components of the data are independent. Most of existing methods are based on the minimization of the function of fourth-order moment (kurtosis). Skewness (third-order moment) has received much less attention.
Introduction
Independent component analysis (ICA) is one of the most popular methods of data analysis and preprocessing. Historically, Herault and Jutten [1] seem to be the first (around 1983) to have addressed the problem of ICA to separate mixtures of independent signals.
In signal processing ICA is a computational method for separating a multivariate signal into additive subcomponents and has been applied in magnetic resonance [2] , MRI [3, 4] , EEG analysis [5, 6, 7] , fault detection [8] , financial time series [9] and seismic recordings [10] . Moreover, it is hard to overestimate the role of ICA in pattern recognition and image analysis; its applications include face recognition [11, 12] , facial action recognition [13] , image filtering [14] , texture segmentation [15] , object recognition [16, 17] , image modeling [18] , embedding graphs in pattern-spaces [19, 20] , multi-label learning [21] and feature extraction [22] . The calculation of ICA is discussed in several papers [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] , where the problem is given various names, in particular it is also called "source separation problem".
ICA is similar in many aspects to principal component analysis (PCA). In PCA we look for an orthonormal change of basis so that the components are not linearly dependent (uncorrelated). ICA can be described as a search for the optimal basis (coordinate system) in which the components are independent. Let us now, for the readers convenience, describe how the ICA works. Data is represented by the random vector x and the components as the random vector s. The aim is to transform the observed data x into maximally independent components s with respect to some measure of independence. Typically we use a linear static transformation W , called the transformation matrix, combined with the formula s = W x.
Most ICA methods are based on the maximization of non-Gaussianity. This follows from the fact that one of the theoretical foundations of ICA is given by the dual view at the Central Limit Theorem [30] , which states that the distribution of the sum (average or linear combination) of N independent random variables approaches Gaussian as N → ∞. Obviously if all source variables are Gaussian, ICA will not work.
The classical measure of non-Gaussianity is kurtosis (the forth central moment), which can be both positive or negative. Random variables that have a negative kurtosis are called subgaussian, and those with the positive one are called supergaussian. Supergaussian random variables have typically a "spiky" pdf with heavy tails, i.e. the pdf is relatively large at zero and at large values of the variable, while being small for intermediate values (ex. the Laplace distribution). Typically non-Gaussianity is measured by the absolute value of kurtosis (the square of kurtosis can also be used). Thus many methods of finding independent components are based on fitting a density with similar kurtosis as the data, and consequently are very sensitive to the existence of outliers. Moreover, typically data sets are bounded, and therefore the credible estimation of tails is not easy. Another problem with these methods, is that they usually assume that the underlying density is symmetric, which is rarely the case.
In our work we introduce and explore a new approach ICA SG , based on the asymmetry of the data, which can be measured by the third central moment (skewness). Any symmetric data, in particular gaussian, has skewness equal to zero. Negative values of skewness indicate the data skewed to the left and the positive ones indicate the data skewed to the right 1 . Consequently, skewness is a natural measure of non-Gaussianity. In our approach, instead of approximating the data by product of densities with heavy tails, we approximate it by a product of asymmetric densities (so called Split Gaussians). Contrary to classical approaches which consider third or fourth central moment, our algorithm is based on second moments. This is a consequence of the fact that Split Gaussian distributions arise from merging two opposite halves of normal distributions in their common mode (for more information see Section 4). Therefore we use only second order moments to describe skewness in dataset, and therefore we obtain an effective ICA method which is resistant to outliers. The results of classical ICA and ICA SG in the case of image separation (for more detail comparison we refer to Section 6) is presented in Fig. 1 . In the experiment we mixed two images (see Fig. 1 a) by adding and subtracting them (see Fig. 1 b) . Our approach gives essentially better results than the classical FastICA approach, compare Fig. 1 c) to Fig. 1 d) and Fig. 1 f) to Fig. 1 g) . In the case of classical ICA we can see artifacts in background, which means that the method does not separate signal properly. On the other hand, ProDenICA and ICA SG almost perfectly recovered images, compare Fig. 1 c) to Fig. 1 e) and Fig. 1 f) to Fig. 1 h) .
In general, ICA SG in most cases gives better results than other ICA methods, see Section 6, while its numerical complexity lies below the methods which obtain comparable results, that is ProDenICA and PearsonICA. This is caused in particular by the fact that asymmetry is more common than heavy tails in real data sets -we performed the symmetry test by using R package lawstat [31] with 5 percent confidence ratio, and it occurred that all image datasets we used in our paper have asymmetric densities. We also verified it in the case of density estimation of our images. We found optimal parameters of Logistic and Split Gaussian distributions and compared the values of MLE function in Fig. 2 . As we see, in most cases Split Gaussian distribution fits the data better than the Logistic one.
Summarizing the results obtained in the paper, our method works better than classical approaches for asymmetric data, and is more resistant to outliers (see Example 1.1). Example 1.1. We consider the data with heavy tails (a sample from the Logistic distribution) and skewed ones (a sample from the Split Normal distribution). We added to the data outliers uniformly generated from rectan-
, where sd(X i ) is a standard deviation of the i-th coordinate of X. In Fig. 3 we present how the absolute value of the Tucker's congruence coefficient (the similarity measure of extracted factors, see Section 6) is changing when we add the outliers.
As we see, ICA SG is more stable and deals better with outliers in the data, which follows from the fact that classical ICA typically depends on the moments of order four, while our approach uses moments of order two.
This paper is arranged as follows. In the second section, we discuss related works. In the third, the theoretical background of our approach to ICA is presented. We introduce a cost function which uses the General Split Gaussian distribution and show that it is enough to minimize it respectively to only two parameters: vector m ∈ R d and d×d matrix W . We also calculate the gradient of the cost function, which is necessary for the efficient use in the minimization procedure. The last section describes numerical experiments. The effects of our algorithm are illustrated on simulated and real datasets.
Related works
Various ICA methods were discussed in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . Herault and Jutten seem to be the first who introduced the ICA around 1983. They proposed an iterative real-time algorithm based on a neuro-mimetic architecture, which nevertheless, can show the lack of convergence in a number of cases [32] . It is worth mentioning that in their framework, higher-order statistics were not introduced explicitly. Giannakis et al. [33] addressed the issue of identifiability of ICA in 1987 using third-order cumulants. However, the resulting algorithm required an exhaustive search.
Lacoume and Ruiz [34] sketched a mathematical approach to the problem using higher-order statistics, which can be interpreted as a measure of fitting independent components. Cardoso [35, 36] focused on the algebraic properties of the fourth-order cumulants (kurtosis) what is still a popular approach [37] . Unfortunately kurtosis has some drawbacks in practice, when its value has to be estimated from a measured sample. The main problem is that kurtosis can be very sensitive to the outliers. Its value may depend on only a few observations in the tails of the distribution. In high-dimensional problems, where separation process contains PCA (for dimension reduction), whitening (for scale normalization), and standard ICA this effect is called a small sample size problem [38, 39] . This is caused by the fact that for the high-dimensional data sets ICA algorithms tend to extract the independent features simply by the projections that isolate single or very few samples (outliers). To address the difficulty random pursuit and locality pursuit methods were applied [39] .
Another commonly used solution is to use skewness [40, 41, 42, 43] instead of kurtosis. Unfortunately, skewness has received much less attention than kurtosis, and consequently methods based on skewness are usually not well theoretically justified.
One of the most popular ICA method dedicated to the skew data is PearsonICA [44, 45] , which minimizes mutual information using a Pearson [46] system-based parametric model. The model covers a wide class of source distributions including skewed distributions. The Pearson system is defined by the differential equation
where a 0 , a 1 , b 0 , b 1 and b 2 are the parameters of the distribution. The parameters of the Pearson system can be estimated using the method of moments. Therefore such algorithms have strong limitations connected with the optimization procedure. The main problems are number of parameters which have to be fitted and numerical efficiency of the minimization procedure. An important measure of fitting independent components is given by negentropy [47] . FastICA [48] , one of the most popular implementations of ICA, uses this approach. Negentropy is based on the information-theoretic quantity of (differential) entropy. This concept leads to the mutual information which is the natural information-theoretic measure of the independence of random variables. Consequently, one can use it as the criterion for finding the ICA transformation [28, 49] . It can be shown that minimization of the mutual information is roughly equivalent to maximization of negentropy and it is easier to estimate since we do not need additional parameters. ProDenICA [50, 51] is based not on a single nonlinear function, but on an entire function space of candidate nonlinearities. In particular, the method works with the functions in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, and make use of the "kernel trick" to search over this space efficiently. The use of a function space makes it possible to adapt to a variety of sources and thus makes ProDenICA algorithms more robust to varying source distributions.
A somewhat similar approach to ICA is based on the maximum likelihood estimation [27] . It is closely connected to the infomax principle since the likelihood is proportional to the negative of mutual information. In recent publications, the maximum likelihood estimation is one of the mot popular [24, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] approaches to ICA. Maximum likelihood approach needs the source pdf. In the classical ICA it is common to use the superGaussian logistic density or other heavy tails distributions.
In this paper we present ICA SG , a method which joins the positive aspects of classical ICA SG approaches with recent ones like ProDenICA or Pearson ICA. First of all we use a General Split Gaussian distribution, which uses second order moments to describe skewness in dataset, and therefore is relatively robust to noise or outliers. The GSG distribution can be fitted by minimizing a simple function, which depends on only two parameters
, see Theorem 5.1. Moreover we calculate its gradient, and therefore we can use numerically efficient gradient type algorithms, see Theorem 5.2.
Theoretical justification
Let us describe the idea 2 behind ICA [30] . Suppose that we have a random vector X in R d which is generated by the model with the density F . Then it is well-known that components of X are independent iff there exist onedimensional densities f 1 , . . . , f d ∈ D R , where by D R we denote the set of densities on R, such that
Now suppose that the components of X are not independent, but that we know (or suspect) that there is a basis A (we put W = A −1 ) such that in that base the components of X become independent. This may be formulated in the form
where
is the i-th coefficient of x − m (the basis is centered in m) in the basis A (ω i denotes the i-th column of W ). Observe, that for a fixed family of one-dimensional densities F ⊂ D R , the set of all densities given by (3.1) for f i ∈ F, forms an affine invariant set of densities.
Thus, if we want to find such a basis that components become independent, we need to search for a matrix W and one-dimensional densities such that the approximation
is optimal. However, before proceeding to practical implementations, we need to precise:
1. how to measure the above approximation, 2. how to deal with data X, since we do not have the density, 3. how to work with the family of all possible densities.
The answer to the first point is simple and is given by the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is defined to be the integral:
where p and q denote the densities of P and Q. This can be written as
where h is the classical Shannon entropy. Thus to minimize the KullbackLeibler divergence, we can equivalently maximize the MLE. This is helpful, since for a discrete data X we have nice estimator of the LE (likelihood estimation):
Thus we arrive at the following problem.
Problem [reduced] . Let X be a data set. Find an unmixing matrix W , center m, and densities f 1 , . . . , f d ∈ D R so that the value
is maximized. However, there is still a problem with the last point, as the search over the space of all densities D R is not feasible. Thus, we naturally have to reduce our search to a subclass of all densities F (which should be parametrized by a finite amount of parameters).
Problem [final] . Let X ⊂ R d be a data set and F ⊂ D R be a set of densities. Find an unmixing matrix W , center m, and densities f 1 , . . . , f d ∈ F so that the value
is maximized.
It may seem that the most natural choice is Gaussian densities. However, this is not the case as Gaussian densities are affine invariant, and therefore do not "prefer" any fixed choice of coordinates 3 . In other words we have to choose a family of densities which is distant from Gaussian ones.
In the classical ICA approach it is common to use the super-Gaussian logistic distribution:
The main difference between the gaussian and super-gaussian is the existence of the heavy tails. This can be also viewed as the difference in the fourth moments. However, such a choice leads to some negative consequences, namely the model is very sensitive to outliers. Moreover, if the data is not-symmetric, the approximation could not give the expected results, as the model consists only of symmetric densities.
The idea behind this paper was to choose the model of densities which wouldn't have the two above disadvantages. So, instead of choosing the family which differs from the Gaussians by the size of tail (fourth moment), we chose a family which would allow estimation of asymmetric densitiesSplit Gaussian distribution [58] . Example 3.1. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we present a comparison between the Logistic and the Split Normal distribution in 1d and 2d respectively. In experiments we use the classical skew dataset Lymphoma [59, 60] and the classical heavy tails dataset Australian athletes [61] . In the case of heavy tails both methods work nice, since real dataset represent heavy tails which are not symmetric and the skew model is able to detect it. On the other hand, in the case of skew data Split Normal gives essentially better results.
Split Gaussian distribution
In this section we present our density model. A natural direction for extending the normal distribution is the introduction of some skewness, and several proposals have indeed emerged, both in the univariate and multivariate case, see [62, 63, 64] . One of the most popular approaches is the Split Normal (SN) distribution, or the Split Gaussian (SG) distribution [58] . In our paper we use a generalization of this model, which we call the General Split Normal (GSN) distribution.
We start from the one-dimensional case. After that we present a possible generalization of this definition to the multidimensional setting, which corresponds with the formula (3.1). Contrary to the Split Gaussian distribution, we skip the assumption of the orthogonality of coordinates (often called principal components), and obtain an ICA model.
One-dimensional case
The density of the one-dimensional Split Gaussian distribution is given by the formula
As we see the split normal distribution arises from merging two opposite halves of two probability density functions of normal distributions in their common mode. In general the use of the Split Gaussian distribution (even in 1D) allows to fit data with better precision (from the likelihood function point of view). In 1982 John [65] showed that the likelihood function can be expressed in an intensive form, in which the scale parameters σ and τ are a function of the location parameter m (see Theorem 3.1 proved by [64] ). Thanks to this theorem we can maximize the likelihood function numerically with respect to a single parameter m only. The rest of parameters are explicitly given by simple formulas.
Multidimensional Split Gaussian distribution
A natural generalization of the univariate split normal distribution to the multivariate settings was presented by [64] . Roughly speaking, authors assume that a vector x ∈ R d follows the multivariate Split Normal distribution, if its principal components are orthogonal and follow the one-dimensional Split Normal distribution. One can easily observe that the principal components ω T j x are independent.
For this generalization a similar theorem, like in the one-dimensional case, is valid. We can extract the maximum likelihood estimation by maximizing the function with respect to two parameters m ∈ R d and W ∈ M d (R) where columns of W are orthonormal vectors (M d (R) denotes the set of d-dimensional square matrices).
We may use this theorem for numerical maximization of the likelihood function w.r.t. m and W . Unfortunately, the optimization process on Stiefel manifold (the set of orthogonal matrices) studied by [66] is numerically ineffective and requires additional tools. This problem can be omitted by using Eulerian angles described by [67] . In the two-dimensional case, W is explicitly parametrized as
In such a case we can straightforwardly apply standard numerical optimization algorithm. Both of these solutions can be applied. Nevertheless, unnatural assumption of the orthogonality of principal components causes two negative effects: the optimization process is time consuming and the model with the restriction that the coordinates are orthogonal can not accommodate data as good as the general one. Therefore, in this article we use more flexible modelthe General Split Normal [68] distribution: Definition 4.2. A density of the multivariate General Split Normal distribution is given by
where ω j is the j-th column of non-singular matrix W , m = (m 1 , . . . , m d ) T , σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ d ) and τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ d ). Our model is a natural generalization of the multivariate Split Normal distribution proposed in [64] (see Definition 4.1) and is given in the form formulated by (3.1) for the set of Split Gaussian densities. Clearly every Split Normal distribution is a General Split Normal distribution.
The above generalization is flexible and allows to fit data with greater precision, see Fig. 7 . The level sets of the GSN distribution with different parameters are presented in Fig. 6 . We skip the constraints of orthogonality of the principal components. Consequently, we can apply the standard optimization procedure directly. In the next section we discuss how to fit data in our model.
Maximum likelihood estimation
In the previous section we introduced the GSN distribution. Now we show how to use the likelihood estimation in our setting. As it was mentioned, we have to maximize the likelihood function with respect to four parameters. In the case of the General Split Normal distribution (contrary to the classical Gaussian one) we do not have explicit formulas and consequently we heave to solve the optimization problem.
In the first subsection, we reduce our problem to the simpler one by introducing the function l. Minimization of l is equivalent to maximization of the likelihood function. In the second subsection we present how to minimize our function by using the gradient method.
Optimization problem
The density of the GSN distribution depends on four parameters m
. We can find them by minimizing the simpler function, which depends on only m ∈ R d and W ∈ M(R d ). Other parameters are given by explicit formulas.
Theorem 5.1. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be given. Then the likelihood maximized w.r.t. σ and τ iŝ
where Proof. See Appendix 8.
Thanks to the above theorem, instead of looking for the maximum of the likelihood function, it is enough to obtain the maximum of the simpler function (5.1) which depends on two parameters m ∈ R d and
where ω j stands for the j-th column of matrix W . Consequently, maximization of (5.1) is equivalent to minimization of (5.2), see the following corollary. 
Gradient
One of the possible methods of optimization is the gradient method. Since the minimum of l is equal to the minimum of ln(l), in this subsection we calculate the gradient of ln(l). Before we prove suitable Theorem 5.2, we recall the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let A = (a ij ) 1≤i,j≤d be a differentiable map from real numbers 
Now we are ready to calculate gradient of our cost function. 1p i∈Ip
and
Proof. See Appendix 9.
Thanks to the above theorem we can use gradient descent, a first-order optimization algorithm. To find a local minimum of the cost function ln(l) using gradient descent, one takes steps proportional to the negative of the gradient of the function at the current point. If instead one takes steps proportional to the positive of the gradient, one approaches a local maximum of that function, see Algorithm 1. At the end of this section we present comparison of computational efficiency between ICA SG and various ICA methods, see Fig. 9 . In our experiment we consider the classical image separation problem, where we mixed two images by adding and subtracting them. We use ten pairs of images. Each pair was scaled to different sizes. In Fig. 9 we present mean value of computation time. FastICA, Infomax and JADE are the most effective but do not solve the problem of image separation sufficiently well, see Tab. 1. On the other hand, the ProDenICA which gives comparable result to ICA SG , is much slower.
Experiments and analysis
To compare our method to classical ones we use Tucker's congruence coefficient [69] (uncentered correlation) defined by
Its values range between −1 and +1. It can be used to study the similarity of extracted factors across different samples. Generally, a congruence coefficient of 0.9 indicates a high degree of factor similarity, while a coefficient of 0.95 or higher indicates that the factors are virtually identical. In the case of ICA methods multiplying by the scalar any of the sources do not change results. Therefore the sign of congruence coefficient is not important and we can compare absolute value of Tucker's congruence.
We evaluate our method in the context of images, sound, hyperspectral unmixing and EEG data. For comparison we use R package ica [70] , PearsonICA [71] , ProDenICA [72] , tsBSS [73] . The most popular method used in practice is FastICA [48, 74] algorithm, which uses negentropy. In this context we can use three different functions to estimate neg-entropy: logcosh, exp and kurtosis. We also compare our method with algorithm using Information-Maximization (Infomax) approach [49] . Similarly to FastICA we consider three possible nonlinear functions: hyperbolic tangent, logistic and extended Infomax. We also consider algorithm which uses Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigenmatrices (JADE) proposed by Cardoso and Souloumiac's [75, 75, 74] .
One of the most popular ICA methods dedicated for skew data is PearsonICA [44, 45] , which minimizes mutual information using a Pearson [46] system-based parametric model. Another model we consider is ProDenICA [50, 51] , which is based not on a single nonlinear function, but on an entire function space of candidate nonlinearities. In particular, the method works with the functions in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, and make use of the kernel trick to search over this space efficiently. We also compare our method with FixNA [76] , method for blind source separation problem.
Separation of images
One of the most popular application of ICA is the separation of images. In our experiments we use four images from the USC-SIPI Image Database of size 256 × 256 pixels (4. present in Fig. 8 . The results of this experiment are presented in Tab. 1 where we exhibit Tucker's congruence coefficients.
In the case of the Tucker's congruence coefficient measure almost in all situation we obtain better results. The ICA SG method essentially better recovers original signals. In Fig. 8 we can sow that ICA SG almost perfectly recovers source signal.
Cocktail-party problem
In this subsection we compare our method with classical ones in the case of cocktail-party problem. Imagine that you are in a room where two people are speaking simultaneously. You have two microphones, which you hold in different locations. The microphones give you two recorded time signals, which we could interpret as mixed signal x. Each of these recorded signals is a weighted sum of the speech signals emitted by the two speakers, which we denote by s. The cocktail-party problem is to estimate the two original speech signals.
In our experiments we use signal obtained by mixing synthetic sources (similar as before we use mixing matrix A = 1 1 1 −1 ). Comparison between methods we present in Tab. 2. In the case of cocktail-party problem our method recovers sources signal better then classical methods.
Hyperspectral Unmixing
Independent component analysis has been recently applied into hyperspectral unmixing as a result of its low computation time and its ability to perform without prior information. However, when applying ICA for hyperspectral unmixing, the independence assumption in the ICA model conflicts with the abundance sum-to-one constraint and the abundance nonnegative constraint in the linear mixture model, which affects the hyperspectral unmixing accuracy. Nevertheless, ICA was recently applied in this area [77, 78] . In this subsection we apply simple example which shows that our method can by used for spectral data.
Urban data [79, 80, 81] is one of the most widely used hyperspectral datasets used in the hyperspectral unmixing study. Each image has 307 × 307 pixels, each of which corresponds to a 2 × 2 m area. In this image, there are 210 wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 2500 nm, resulting in a spectral resolution of 10 nm. After the channels 1-4, 76, 87, 101-111, 136-153 and 198-210 are removed (due to dense water vapor and atmospheric effects), there remain 162 channels (this is a common preprocess for hyperspectral unmixing analyses). There is ground truth [79, 80, 81] , which contains 4 channels: #1 Asphalt, #2 Grass, #3 Tree and #4 Roof. A highly mixed area is cut from the original data set in this experiment (similar example was showed in [77] ), with the size of 200 × 150 pixels.
In our experiment we apply various ICA methods and report the Tucker's congruence coefficient measure between each layer and the closest reference channel, see Fig. 10 . ICA SG and ProDenICA give layers which contain more information then the other approaches. Distance between four best channels to the reference ones we present in Tab. 3.
EEG
At the end of this section we present how our method works in the case of EEG signals. In this context, ICA is applied to many different task like eye movements, blinks, muscle, heart and line noise e.t.c.. In this experiment we concentrate on eye movement and blink artifacts. Our goal here is to demonstrate that our method is capable of finding artifacts in real EEG data. However, we emphasize that it does not provide a complete solution to any of these practical problems. Such a solution usually entails a significant amount of domain-specific knowledge and engineering. Nevertheless, from these preliminary results with EEG data, we believe that the method presented in this paper provides a reasonable solution for signal separation, which is simple and effective enough to be easily customized for a broad range of practical problems.
For EEG analysis, the rows of the input matrix x are the EEG signals recorded at different electrodes, the rows of the output data matrix s = W x are time courses of activation of the ICA components, and the columns of the inverse matrix, W , give the projection strengths of the respective components onto the scalp sensors.
One EEG data set used in the analysis was collected from 40 scalp electrodes (see Fig. 11 a) ). The second and the third are located very near to eye and can be understood as a base (we can use them for removing eye blinking artifacts). In Fig. 11 b) we present signals obtained by ICA SG . The scale of this figure is large but we can find the data which have spikes exactly in the same place as the two base signals (see Fig. 11 c) ). After removing selected signal and going back to the original situation we obtain signal (see Fig. 11  d) ) without eye blinking artifacts (compare Fig. 11 a) with Fig. 11 d) ).
Conclusion
In our work we introduce and explore a new approach to ICA which is based on the asymmetry of the data. Roughly speaking in our approach, instead of approximating the data by product of densities with heavy tails, we approximate it by a product of asymmetric densities -the Split Gaussian distribution. Contrary to classical approaches which consider third or fourth central moment, our algorithm in practice is based on second moments. This is a consequence of the fact that Split Gaussian distributions arise from merging two opposite halves of normal distributions in their common mode. Therefore we use only second order moments to describe skewness in dataset, and therefore we obtain an effective ICA method which is resistant to outliers.
We verified our approach on images, sound and EEG data. In the case of source signal reconstructing our approach gives essentially better results (better recover original signals). The main reason is such that kurtosis is very sensitive to the outliers and that the asymmetry of the data is more popular than heavy tails in real data sets.
Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. We write We fix m, W and maximize the log-likelihood function over τ and σ. In such a case we have to solve the following system of equations 
Analogously we get 
